Introduction
Global path planning for a mobile robotic is defined as finding a most reasonable collision-free route from a start location to a destination in the environment with obstacles. This route is generally optimal in some aspects, such as shortest distance or motion time. In most of researches on global path planning, only known or unknown obstacles are considered in the environment as the terrain is simple. However, different regions of the real environment usually have different terrain, such as sandlot, grassplot and so on. So how to find a reasonable path for a mobile robotic meeting the need of above criterions and escaping from obstacles in such complex environment with hybrid terrain is an open problem. In global path planning, how to exactly describe environment is the base. Up to now, many effective ways have been used [1] , such as mapping method, free-space method, generalized Vornooi, grid method, fuzzy logic [2] and so on. The former three modeling methods adopt mesh or map to describe environment. Though the optimal path obtained based on these environment is more precise, the computation complexity of the methods are in direct proportion to the number of obstacles, which limits their applications. Grid method is easier to be realized [3] . So it has been widely used. However, above environmental models do not take terrain into account. Aiming at the environment with rough terrain, Tarokh considers height and size of obstacles and adopts fuzzy logic to obtain fuzzy roughness of cells [2] . Fries studies traversability of some environment with diverse terrain by fuzzy representation [4] . Considering the important influence of terrain condition on path planning, this paper discusses modeling methods combing no-supervise learning with fuzzy logic aiming at certain environment with hybrid terrain and obstacles. It is well known that path planning problem is NPcomplete, and thus many heuristic approaches are used to solve the problem [2] [5] , such as evolutionary algorithm [6] [7] , genetic algorithm [8] [9] , particle swarm optimization [10] , ant colony algorithm [11] [12] and so on. Though each method has its own strength over others in certain aspects, their performances are limited because domain knowledge about the problems are not used enough. So Hu [13] adopts knowledge-based genetic algorithm to global path planning, which incorporating domain knowledge into its specialized operators. Here, domain knowledge only describes the information about obstacles. Implicit knowledge embodied in optimization process of path planning is not extracted and utilized enough. And complex terrain in the environment is not considered. Therefore the application of this method is limited. It has been proved that implicit knowledge extracted from evolution process can be used to induce evolution operators so as to improve the performance of algorithms [13] [14] . In order to obtain and use implicit knowledge rationally, culture algorithm is put forward by Reynolds [15] . The algorithm adopts dual evolution structure to simulate cultural evolution mechanism [16] .
This provides a general framework for extraction and utilization of knowledge during the evolution process. Based on above theories, a knowledge-based global path planning method for mobile robotics in rough environment with hybrid terrain is proposed in the paper. In the method, knowledge is classified into two kinds according to their characteristics, including common sense and evolution knowledge. Common sense integrates terrain and obstacles information so as to construct a novel environmental model. Evolution knowledge extracts the common segments among paths and the relationship between the paths and the obstacles, which are used to judge and repair the infeasible paths. The goal of the method is to decrease computation complexity and improve the convergence speed and the precision of the solutions by adopting various knowledge.
Description about Problem
Environment modeling is the basis of global path planning. In the paper, environment is described by grid. Assume that a robot is regard as a particle. That means its cubage is not considered. The robot moves in a limited planar space denoted by
And it can move in any direction by step size St. According to the step size, the space is partitioned into uniform grids along X-axis and Y-axis. So in each axis, the number of grid is
Here, , x x are the lower and upper bound of space along
X-axis. Each grid is labeled by an integer
⎦ or the coordination of the grid's midpoint ( )
In the environment, there are usually some obstacles distributed. They can be described by a convex polygon and the height of them is ignored. Suppose the obstacle set is 
It is used for evolution operators and fitness evaluation. At present, many researches have been done aiming at global path planning. However, there lacks the effective methods for path planning in complex environment with hybrid terrain. And implicit knowledge embodied in evolution process are not utilized enough. These make the computation complexity and performance of the method limited. So in the paper, various knowledge are analyzed and utilized. A novel global path planning method integrating common sense and evolution knowledge is proposed.
Modeling of hybrid terrain
Much research effort has been focused on modeling complex environment with hybrid terrain [17] . In the paper, fuzzy logic are adopted to extract terrain information. Suppose a typical image of a natural terrain is taken into account. Its color and gray image are shown in Fig.1 . In the environment, two kinds of terrain and three obstacles are contained. In order to realize path planning in above environment, Grander AS-RE mobile robot is used. It has a panorama vidicon which can obtain whole image about environment. In general, this kind of robot moves in planar space because it only can cross the obstacles which height is less than 3cm. Considering above character of the robot, the height of obstacles is not considered. That means as long as a region is covered by any obstacles, the path of robot must escape from it. Based on above assumption, the image is divided into 500×500 grids according to step size of AS-RE mobile robot. Different terrain and obstacles has different gray level [2] . According to the valleys among gray level of above three terrain, they are partition along with its boundary, as shown in Fig.1(c) . Obviously traversability of each terrain is related to two main attributes as follows: 1. The rigidity of terrain is more, robot is easy to move. Here, the rigidity is fuzzified using three fuzzy sets, HI(Hard), MD(Neutral), and LO(Soft). 2. Each terrain covers the larger area, the robot is easy to move. That means the curvature of terrain is less, it is easier to be crossed. Here, the curvature is fuzzified using three fuzzy sets, HI(Large), MD(medium), and LO(Small). Assume that ( ) Here, RigiditySet and CurvatureSet denotes one of the fuzzy sets defined above. And TraversabilitySet is one of the fuzzy set expressing traversability. This fuzzy set is define as HI(high), MD(medium), and LO(low). Obviously, the traversability of each terrain in a grid is the friction coefficient mentioned in section.2.
Knowledge-based Global Path Planning Method in Complex Environment
In the method, various knowledge are extracted and utilized by adopting dual evolution structure of culture algorithms in order to improve the evolution performance and decrease computation complexity. The structure of the method is shown in Fig.2 . In population space, evolution operators, including selection, crossover and mutation, are implemented. The performance of each path is evaluated. And their feasibility is judged and repaired. In belief space, samples are selected from evaluated individuals in population space by sample-selection function. Evolution knowledge are extracted from samples by knowledge-extraction function and stored in the evolution-knowledge database. They influence the evolution process by evolutioninducing function. In common sense database, integrated information about environment are stored. They are used to evaluate the performance of the paths. It is obvious that the keys of the method are how to describe, extract and utilize knowledge and how to judge and repair the infeasible individuals.
Description And Utilization of Common Sense
In complex environment with hybrid terrain, because the location and shape of static obstacles as well as the covered region and characteristics of different terrain are known in advance, they are called common sense.
The shape of obstacles may be regular or irregular. According to the shape and location of obstacles, the grids in the environment are classified into two types: feasible and infeasible. Suppose F and IF are feasible and infeasible grid sets. The feasibility degree of a grid ( ) 
So the integrated feasibility degree of a grid is
Taken 2×2 environment as an example, according to the distribution of obstacles, the feasibility degree of grids are known as Fig.3 .A. Suppose there are two kinds of terrain. According to section.3, their friction coefficients are 0.2 and 0.9 respectively. The distribution of each terrain is given in Fig.3 .B. Based on formula (5), the integrated feasibility degree of current environment is shown in Fig.3 .C. obviously both right grids are infeasible. Though left grids are feasible, their traversability is different. Common sense are used to constrain environment and evaluate the feasibility and traversability of the paths in order to select the more reasonable paths. In complex environment, an optimal path is the most reasonable collision-free path. Here, weighted length is adopted as the criterion used to evaluate a path. Suppose ( ) ( )
where
is the feasibility degree of sub- Otherwise, judgment and repair in existing methods are two independent operators, which increases the computation complexity. In order to effectively integrate judgment and repair process, a novel judgment and repair strategy based on angle information is proposed. Angle information describes the angle relationship between a path and the tangent line of an obstacle, as shown in 
That is, tangent angle is the arc tangent of a tangent line.
If there are two tangent lines derived from 
According to the relationship between the path angle and the tangent angles, judgment rule based on above angle information is obtained.
It is obvious that as long as the path lies between two tangent lines, the path must cross obstacle. That is, this path is infeasible. In order to choose a rational inserted location ensuring the feasibility of the repaired paths, a repair operator based on angle information is proposed. According to the judgment rules, as long as the path angle of the repaired segments satisfy the judgment condition of feasibility simultaneously, the repaired path must be feasible. For example, the infeasible segment )
Because the inserted location chosen from feasible region can ensure the feasibility of two repaired segments of a path, there is no need to repair path once more. So this repair method can combine judgment with repair based on angle information. It has lower computation complexity and better performance than other methods.
Extraction And Utilization of Common Segments Based on Evolution Knowledge
In evolution process, the common segments contained in the paths with shorter length are called evolution knowledge. Suppose v g and u g are the start location and end location of the common segments. The common segment is expressed as follows.
Common segments is obtained from sample database by statistical learning method. Suppose 
Samples are selected from population according to the individuals' fitness because individuals with higher fitness are likely to embody more effective information. Suppose N is the population size. β denotes the sampleselection proportion. Therefore, the number of samples selected in each iteration is βN. Common segments are used to form sub-population. Suppose γ is the knowledge-inducing proportion. ι is the knowledge-inducing interval. The detail knowledgeinducing process is shown as follows.
Step1: When current iteration equal to the integer multiples of knowledge-inducing interval, new individuals are formed based on common segments. That is, 
Step2: Infeasible or worse individuals are substituted by new individuals according to the knowledge-inducing proportion so as to implement local search near the common segments. 
Simulation and analysis
In order to validate the rationality and feasibility of the path planning strategy proposed in the paper, two kinds of environments are used. One is a simple virtual environment with two types of obstacles, denoted by EnI. And it is partitioned into 80×80 grids, as shown in Fig.8 . Obviously in this environment, two kinds of terrain are contained. In region I, the friction coefficient of terrain I is 0.2. In region II, the friction coefficient of terrain II is 1. The other is the natural complex environment as shown in Fig.1 , denoted by EnII. In evolution process, stochastic tournament selection combining with elite strategy is adopted. That is, two individuals are chosen from the population stochastically. And then the path with shorter length is selected as better individual from two individuals. Single-point crossover operator and mutation operator for real number [18] - [19] are used, shown as follows. 
is a random number. m normally equals to 20.
Main parameters used in the method are listed in Table. 1. In order to analyze the performance of the method, three indices are adopted. Assume that M1 is the average convergence iteration during twenty run times. M2 is the average iteration as the optimal solutions appeared firstly during twenty run times. M3 expresses average length of the optimal paths during twenty run times. The average fitness of population and the optimal solution with different sample-selection proportion in one run are plotted in Fig.9 , Fig.10 and Fig.11 . It is obvious that no matter what sample-selection proportion is, the shortest collision-free path is obtained by the proposed method. And along with the increasing of the sample-selection proportion, the convergence speed is faster and the length of the optimal path is shorter. The reason for above phenomena is that if less sample-selection proportion is used, the sample database is updated slowly. Evolution knowledge are mainly depended on the former samples, which is easy to induce the evolution process into local convergence. However, larger sample-selection proportion can speed up the The average fitness of population and the optimal solution with different knowledge-inducing interval in one run are plotted in Fig.12, Fig.13 and Fig.14 . It is obvious that larger knowledge-inducing interval makes the convergence speed slower and the length of optimal path longer. Along with the increasing of the knowledge-inducing interval, population induced by knowledge is less. That means evolution knowledge can not lead population to do local search in time, which results in the slower convergence speed. So knowledgeinducing interval is equal to 2. The average fitness of population and the optimal solution with different knowledge-inducing proportion in one run are plotted in Fig.15 , Fig.16 and Fig.17 . If knowledge-inducing proportion is too lager or too small, the performance of the algorithm and the length of optimal path become worse. By analyzing the results, we know that individuals influenced by evolution Larger knowledge-inducing proportion will enhance the local search of population, which is easy to make evolution process falling into local convergence. Otherwise, if knowledge-inducing proportion is too small, knowledge can not induce evolution process effectively. It will slow the convergence speed. In order to consider the exploitation and the exploration ability simultaneously, γ = 0.4 in the paper.
Comparison of The Performance Between Different Methods
In order to validate the rationality and validity of the method proposed in the paper, it is compared with traditional genetic algorithm [5] . Adopted parameters in Tab.1, the performances of the method under two environments are compared in Tab.5. Here, M4 expresses variance of the optimal solutions during twenty run times. The average fitness of population and the optimal solution with different method in one run are plotted in Fig.18 and Fig.19 . It is obvious that the convergence speed and the precision of the solution by the proposed method are better. That is, the length of the optimal path is shorter. And the variance of the optimal solutions are less. This means the proposed method has the better stability.
Influence of Common Sense on Path Planning
Common sense is used to evaluate the length of a path. If terrain is considered, a path is evaluated by formula(7). Otherwise, the length of a path is computed by formula (18) as terrain is not taken into account. 
In order to understand the role of common sense, the optimal paths obtained based on different evaluation functions are compared aiming at the environment I shown in Fig.20 . Here, the solid line and dashed line expresse the optimal path considering terrain or not. Comparison of the length of two optimal paths, it is obvious that the optimal path considering terrain is more reasonable. That is, robots always attempt to move along the region with least friction coefficient. This indicates common sense play a reasonable guidance role in path planning. In a word, global path planning in complex environment is effectively solved by utilizing common sense and evolution knowledge to induce the evolution process. This knowledge-based path planning method can improve the convergence speed and the stability of the solutions.
Conclusions
Aiming at global path planning in complex environment with different terrain and obstacles, a novel knowledgeinducing path planning method is proposed. The algorithm adopts dual evolution structure in culture algorithms to integrate common sense and evolution knowledge. Common sense describes the distribution of terrain and obstacles in complex environment, and thus it reflects feasibility and traversability of environment. This kind of knowledge is used to evaluate the length of the paths so as to guide selection of the paths. Evolution knowledge describes the angle relationship between the path and the obstacles, or the common segments of paths. It is used to judge and repair infeasible path. Taken three kinds of environments with different terrain and obstacles as examples, simulation results indicate that the algorithm proposed in the paper can effectively solve path planning problem in complex environment. And the computation complexity for judgments and repair of infeasible path is lower than existing path planning method adopting evolutionary algorithms. The algorithm also can improve the convergence speed. Computation stability of solutions are better. Path planning method for mobile robots in the uncertain environment with dynamic or unknown obstacles is the next problem to be solved in future. 
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